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“During
lockdown,
I realized the
importance of
academic
independence.
I also took time
to improve my
mental health and
became more aware of
how my actions affect
those around me.”
Rosalie Gordon, Gr 9

“There were definitely
highs and lows during
lockdown, but I realise
d
it’s okay not to be
okay… but to move
on with life and
take one step
at a time.”
Nyakallo Tladi,
Gr 10.

Eunice girls were asked to
reflect on this bizarre and
life-changing time and
shared their thoughts and
perspectives…
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When girls were asked how they conq
sly agreed - their playlists!
lonely and sad days, they unanimou ort and they survived!
Music brought them joy and comf
Here are just a few of their favourite

songs…

Oceans by Hillsong • Sacrifices by J Cole • Lifeboa
• You Got it by Vedo • Bigger by Beyonce • Spononts by Georgia Smith
Small • Don’t Worry Be Happy by Bob Marley • Loveo by Kabaza-de• Cabin Fever by Jaden • Rescue & You Say by Laurenyourself by Elizee
by Chloe X Halle • Focus by Samoht to list a few… Daigle • Do It
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HANA SHO (18)

: Cape Town
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What is the hardest part of
growing up? Judgement, being
true to yourself, expectations,
reality.

What do you think of your
generation? I think my

generation is too focused
on perfecting their work at
such an early stage, which
is limiting. When I compare
myself to the people I look
up to, I forget that they’re
20 odd years older than me
and they’ve had time to perfect
what they do.

Who do you look up to? At
the moment, musician Arca. I recently
watched a performance of his and I have
never felt so inspired. Who else…photograph
Petra Collins is awesome, William Eggleston ers;
Harley Weir plus many of my friends, some and
of which
are South African artists.

Any words of advice for young artists?

It’ll always be scary showing the world your honest,
true self – you just learn to handle it better each time,
I guess. Be brave; there are always people out there
who you can relate to but you’ll never know them if
you don’t say hello.

By Nikki Zakkas

-meet-the-10https://10and5.com/2017/06/22/teen-spirit -part-1/
teens-changing-south-africas-cultural-scene

THOLWANA
WARRIOR (17)
Occupation: Singer-songwriter • City: Johannesburg
When did you begin creating music? Both my mom and
dad’s sides of the family have always been artistic, so I grew up
with a lot of artsy influences around me. I started showing an
interest in music because my dad introduced me to very good
music at a young age.
What do you want to be? My dream is to become a global
entertainer. I’ve always wanted to be a massive influence and
share my thoughts through music. I’m hoping that this will occur
soon with my music.

What is the hardest part of growing up? Figuring out who
I wanted to be. The teenage years are the most annoying but
they also entail many realisations and discoveries about oneself.
What do you think of your generation? I believe that my
generation could be the greatest of all time. My peers are so
creative and outspoken, it would be hard to put out our flame.
What does being young and creative in South Africa
mean to you? It carries a lot of merit as the youth have the

power to shape the future, as was said by the loved Madiba. I
believe that we can change the world’s perception of South Africa,
especially in terms of its entertainment industry.

To whom do you aspire? Beyoncé has always been my
inspiration in terms of what I want to achieve as an entertainer but
my mother is my biggest muse. She inspires and supports me and
I
sometimes wonder how she can be so phenomenal.

Any words of advice for young artists who are afraid
to express themselves for fear of embarrassment?s
Force yourself to speak your mind, especially when it concern
your well-being and learn to live without limits.

By Nikki Zakkas

-meet-the-10-teens-changing-south-af-
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HANG IN THERE AND CREATE

A NEW NORMAL!
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Mental stuff
WHAT

BE MINDFUL
is being mindful?

ing right now,
Mindfulness is paying attention to what’s happen
moment by moment.
ing; it can help
Mindfulness can boost emotional and physical wellbe
you to handle stress, anxiety and depression.
ng television –
Your mind is constantly active. You might be watchi something, or
about
g
worryin
or
past,
the
about
g
thinkin
but also
wondering what you’re going to have for dinner.
giving your
Mindfulness is about stilling your active mind and moment basis
complete attention to the present on a moment-byyou can focus
It can be a useful way of calming yourself, so that
and concentrate on what you’re doing.
le, sensations,
You can be mindful of your internal world – for examp
around you – for
breath and emotions. Or you can focus on what’s
example, sights, sounds and smell.
e
You can use everyday moments to build and practis you’ll get.
mindfulness. The more you practise, the more benefit

HOW

do you do this?

tise
There are many ways to prac
mindfulness

Colouring in teaches intense focus.
stop and smell the
• Walk through nature
your feet.

•

roses, feel the grass beneath

•

, insect, clouds
Take a photograph of a flower
beautiful–
or draw something interestingyouorto look
like a sea shell or an insect – this encourages
closely at details.

•

le patch this will
Look after a vegetabgrow.

•

us
Listen to music andisfoc
on the instruments or lyrics – this a great

encourage you to notice how plants

way for you to focus on the present
without distraction.

Being ‘present’ and less anxious can boost
social skills and academic performance.
Mindfulness helps with learning, decisionmaking, emotional intelligence, selfconfidence and connectedness to others.
https://raisingchildren.net.au/teens/
mental-health-physical-health/aboutmental-health/mindfulness
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Failure happens all the time. It
happens every day in practice.
What makes you better is how you
react to it." - Mia Hamm
With the end of the term comes the inevitable
report card which for some, may bring
disappointment and dissatisfaction.
matter.
I believe that marks do not define us, but they do
we are worth
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review of our performance we can move on and implem
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So let’s encourage each other to change our mind-s
a negative light,
receive our reports. Let us not view our marks in
e and to grow.
but rather see our results as an opportunity to improv
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OF TEENAGE GUIDE TO
STRESS BY NICOLA MORGAN
TEENAGE RESPONSES:

“Overall, I would highly recommend this book
and have already told many of my friends to
read it! I think that the reason Nicola Morgan
really succeeds with this stress-busting book
is because she doesn’t write in a patronising manner at all. I gain the
impression that she really does understand what us teenagers are
going through, and she has certainly made me feel as though I’m not
alone, and that I can deal with stress, even if it seems like I can’t.”
In this book, Nicola Morgan tackles the more external sources of
stress that modern teenagers often deal with relationships, social
media and cyber-bullying, drugs and alcohol – these are a few
of the topics included.
The book is divided into three sections: section 1 explains all
about stress, and how teenagers experience it differently from
adults; section 2 deals with the different issues that arise for
some teenagers; and section 3 covers some of the ways to deal
with these stresses, and how best to look after body and mind.
The author writes as if talking to the reader personally – it doesn’t
feel like you are reading a book, which might be important for some
teenagers.
The clear bullet-points make reading easier, which is just what a
stressed reader might need. This is a self-help book, not a medical
manual – something the author stresses, encouraging the reader
to seek professional help when necessary.

https://childrensbooksireland.ie/review/the-teenage-guide-to-stress/
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Exams are us exam stress; besides, som your best. But I have tips to
remove all your line to help you perform at potential, based on years of
produces adrenabad stress and achieve your d bodies work.
help you avoid knowledge of how brains an
experience and

days
s at least 30
Start these tip gin (if possible):
s be
before exam

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

how each
Make sure you know well in advance
questions you
many
how
and
tured
struc
is
exam
have to answer.
to someone; ask for help 		
Don’t bottle up your worries – talk
early.
nce; and include rest time.
Plan your revision time-table in adva
i-panic strategy.
Practise relaxation techniques/ant
one of these: reading
doing
Spend at least 30mins a day
ing to music, walking, 		
a book you like, having a bath, listen
a hobby, or
doing
film,
y
funn
a
exercising, watching
Don’t use a computer
something else that relaxes you.
or phone during this time.

6.
7.

Learn how to get a better night’s sleep.
Find brain-fuelling foods that you like and make sure you
eat before work/exam. Plan a pre-exam snack.

8. Always have water with you when you’re working.
9. Avoid fizzy or sugary drinks.
25 minutes; during
10. Brains usually concentrate best for about
deeply; move about;
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

revision, give yourself breaks. Breathe
loosen your neck and shoulders.
Get plenty of fresh air. A brisk walk has huge anti-stress
benefits, is a very good way of thinking things through and
pushes more oxygen to your brain.

Some people work better when they fidget.
A bit of chocolate (preferably dark) is a good idea – before an
exam for an energy boost (but you also need protein, eg nuts)
and after as a reward. You deserve it!
After an exam, don’t ask other people what they wrote. It’s
a sure-fire way to be more stressed. Now is the time to put
that exam behind you. It’s over!
Remember exams may be stressful but they are not the most
important things in the world. If something goes wrong, don’t
beat yourself up. There will be other ways to achieve your
goals, and more chances later. Move on and grow strong.

.com
www.nicolamorgan

good
sleeping habits
Sleeping Routines

Sleep has become a casualty of modern life. If you are excessively
sleepy or just don't feel well rested in the morning, what can you do
about it? Here's a checklist to help you get a good night's sleep.

Sleeping Environment

Get comfy. Make sure your bed and bedding are comfortable.
Remove distractions. Get the TV and mobile devices out of the
bedroom. Avoid watching or listening to upsetting, violent, scary or
high-anxiety dramas within 2 hours of bedtime.
Use the bed only for sleep, not for TV, working, using a smartphone
or tablet, or playing electronic games.
Soothing sounds. Listen to relaxing music, sounds from nature, or the
sound of silence. Consider earplugs if you can't control the environment.
Darker is better. Turn the light off. Darkness promotes sleep and
healthy levels of melatonin, an important hormone that regulates sleep
and wakefulness. Also, light from screens such as, mobile devices,
and tablets contain "blue light" that can suppress melatonin which
promotes sleep. Avoid media screens for at least 1 hour before bedtime.
Smell the roses, or better yet, lavender or chamomile. Use linen spray
on your bedding to help you fall asleep.
Warm it up. A person who is warm falls asleep more quickly than
someone who is cold. Take a warm bath or shower within an hour before
bedtime. Even just a hot foot bath helps to ensure a good night's sleep.

Consider eating a light snack containing a protein (e.g.,
low-fat milk, hard-boiled eggs) and a complex carbohyseeds, nuts,
drate (e.g.,
whole grain cracker or toast, slices of fruit or vegetables)
within 2
hours before bed.
Make it routine. Head to bed at the same time daily.
Read something soothing, reassuring, or inspiring. Save
action/
adventure stories, headline news, and murder mysteriesthe
for daytime
reading.
Manage your stress. Practice mediation, mindfulness,
progressive muscle relaxation, prayer, counting your
blessings, or just extending goodwill to others.
Keep a journal. Write down or record any worries, anger,
irritations, or other negative perceptions. Get them out
of
your head, set them aside, and let them wait until tomorro
w. Write
down things you appreciate or for which you are grateful. Make
about little kindnesses because by noting these can help notes
us feel
better and more connected to others.
Limit daytime naps to 45 minutes, maximum.
Expose yourself to bright light in the morning; this
set your
biological clock so you'll be tired in the evening. Avoidhelps
bright lights
before bed.
Exercise during the day. Yoga or other slow, meditative
exercises
may be helpful in the afternoon or evening.
Consider a cup of calming herbal tea such as chamom
ile, lemon
balm, hops, or passion flower.
Avoid stimulating TV, use of mobile devices and electron
ic games,
and arguments within an hour of bedtime.
If you can't fall asleep within 20 minutes, get out
leave the bedroom, and try one of these strategies—sna of bed,
bath, soothing music, inspiring book, making a list or jotting ck, warm
in a diary.

pOsitivE ThInkinG
becomes
pOsitive thOugHts
ier.

Positive thinking can help you feel happ

and how
Positive thinking is focusing on things that have gone well
you’ve made them happen.
to spend a
Although we can all learn from mistakes, it’s not helpful to worry and
lot of time thinking about negative things. This can lead
stress.
more
Try this exercise to get yourself into the habit of thinking
positively about things that have gone well and why.
before
• Each day for the next week, give yourself 10-15 minutes
and why.
you go to sleep to write down three things that went wella nice 		
me
• This could be something as simple as ‘My mom gave example, ‘I 		
for
–
smile this morning’. Or it might be a major event
did well in an assessment.’
you 		
• Underneath each thing that went well, write down what
in an 		
did to make it happen. For example, if you put ’I did well
		
assessment’, you could write, ‘I summarised well and studied
very hard for it’.
practice. Try
It might feel odd to do this at first, but it gets easier with the week.
to give it a go for a week. Check your notes at the end of

https://raisingchildren.net.au/teens/mental-health-physical-health/
about-mental-health/positive-thinking
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CeLEBS
UNite
help
to create uplifting song to
!
nation cope with lockdown
t personalities and
Eighty local musicians, DJs, actors, spor
rendition of US singer
influencers collaborated to record a Lean on Me.
and songwriter Bill Withers’s 1972 hit
original
The local version includes the song’s duces
chorus and some lyrics but also introbeen
Setswana and Afrikaans lines. It has k
punted as the country’s new soundtrac
during the global health crisis.
Emo Adams said he wanted to include
,
a range of personalities on the track
and not only musicians, as he felt r
that was the best way to reach a wide
audience.

Adams convinced Heinz Winckler, Jack Parow,
Early B, SashaLee Davids, Paxton Fielies and
David Kramer to contribute their voices to the
track.
They were joined by Bryan Habana,
Katlego Maboe, JP Duminy, Rolene
Strauss and Nadia Jaftha who are all
known for their talents outside of the
music industry.
Adams said he also urged the personalities
to shoot their segments outdoors. “The whole
aim was to make light of this situation, so I urged
the talents to try to be outdoors, to try not to wear a
mask and to try to let people know that, irrespective of
this difficult time, there is still something to live for, there
is still something for which to hope.”

“Tomorrow is still another day and that was the
foundation of the song,” he said
message that
Despite all the challenges, Adams is proud of the core comfort to
the song represents and he believes that it will provide
lly during
financia
those who are suffering physically, emotionally and
the pandemic.
their
“I wanted to remind people that whatever is going on in same
lives, there is somebody out there going through the exact
scenario.”
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Occupation: Illustrator • City: Cape

so exciting about a generation
“Honestly, I think there’s something generation is bright, bold
so hell-bent on self-expression. My do with the internet and the
and strong. For me, this has a lot to sive teenage subcultures.
democratisation of traditionally exclu
one thing anymore; there’s a
There isn’t as much pressure to be s, and I find it really exciting.”
darie
boun
een
betw
lot more fluidity
– Margot
art? I’ve always been
When did you begin creating
is an incredible calligrapher,
gran
My
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thing
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drawing and
e making tiny, super-intricate
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hour
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draw

What do you want to be?

s, both
At the moment I’m looking at universitie
p – I’m
local and overseas to study curatorshi al
super passionate about Art History. Centr
St. Martins or Glasgow School of Art is
the dream.

What does being young and
creative in South Africa mean to
you?
There’s a really cool culture of
collaboration and community here,
especially among young people.
There’s a lot of joy and connection
to be had and I’ve found exploring
the creative community exciting
and welcoming. It’s not as massive
or competitive as it is overseas but
at the same time the work is of such
a high standard.

How do you create your work.?

My illustrations are all done by hand
I start with a rough pencil sketch to
make sure my anatomy is correct. I work
pretty fast so often I’m working in my
notebook. There’s less pressure that way,
in an
and the drawings interact and overlap ng
interesting way. Sometimes I start a drawi
from
very arbitrarily and see where it goes
s.
there; it’s like automatic drawing for wimp

By Nikki Zakkas

Health stuff
BOOST
YOUR IMMUNITY
and kick Covid!
Here are some easy tweaks to your daily routine
to arm your immune system against COVID-19.
MUSHROOMS have been used by people in the Far
East, to boost their immune systems for over 2,000
years. A 2015 study found consuming a daily serving of
mushrooms reduced inflammation and boosted T-cells
(the cells in your body that fight off pathogens).
GARLIC is high in antioxidants and antiinflammatories. A three-month study found that
compared to people who took a placebo, those who
took a daily garlic supplement (180 mg of allicin)
were 35 percent less likely to catch a cold.
TURMERIC (or curcumin) is another food
high in antioxidants and anti-inflammatories.
Research shows that curcumin boosts the
production of several key immune fighters (T-cells,
macrophages, neutrophils) and reduces proinflammatory cytokines. Note that turmeric works
best when taken with black pepper.

GINGER is an anti-inflammatory, and it is also
anti-viral. A 2013 study found that fresh ginger (not
dried) was an effective treatment against a virus
known to cause respiratory tract infections in
children and adults.
VITAMIN C: If you take a daily
Vitamin C (1-2 g) if does not necessarily
prevent you from catching a cold, but it will
significantly shorten the cold’s duration as much
as 8 percent in adults and 14 percent in children.
VITAMIN D: A daily supplement and 10
to 15 minutes in the early morning sunlight
will boost immunity and help with depression.
ZINC is a crucial component for the
development and functioning of your
body’s key immune-fighting cells.
If you 75 mg of zinc per day (via a
lozenge) your recovery rate from colds
is 33 percent shorter than those who do
not take a supplement.
PROBIOTICS populate your gut with good bacteria
and it is an excellent way to boost
your immune system. You can
add probiotics to your diet by including
naturally fermented foods into your diet
(kimchi, yogurt, kefir, sauerkraut) or by
taking a probiotic

By Alexander Koch, Psychology Today

LAUGHTER IS THE BEST
MEDICINE

Sure, it’s a cliché, but one that’s backed
by science. Researchers in a 2001 study
had a group of healthy men watch an
hour-long stand-up comedy and sample
these men’s blood before, immediately
after, and 12 hours after watching the video.
Watching the funny video resulted in a significant
boost to two key fighters in our immune system
arsenal:
natural killer cells (these help our immune system
differentiate
between infected and healthy cells) and immun
oglobulin
antibodies (which help fight off pathogens). So…
watch those
funny cat videos on YouTube!

BE POSITIVE

There is a strong link between mood and immun
ity, with
optimists tending to have a stronger immune system
than
pessimists. If you want to boost your immunity,
try not to dwell
on negative emotions but instead, look for ways
to boost positive
ones.

SING YOUR WAY TO BETTER HEALTH

We’ve all seen those touching videos of people
under quarantine serenading their neighbours
from their balconies. Well, it turns out that their
singing not only benefits their neighbours; it
boosts their immune systems as well.

By Alexander Koch, Psychology Today
https://www.psychologytoday.com/za/blog/the-social-thinker/202006/5-moreimmune-boosting-habits-help-you-fight-covid-19

TONE uP IN 10 MIN

IRON DEFICIENCY
AND ANEMIA
r of red blood
cells in the body gets too low. Red blood cells Without enough
protein that carries oxygen throughout the body. . Without enough
of them, oxygen doesn't get to the body's organs
oxygen, the organs can't work normally.

numbe
What is Anemia? Anemia is when thecarry
hemoglobin, a

Anemia?
What are the different kinds ofthem.
They include:
The types of anemia are based on what causes

BROKEN DOWN
ANEMIAS FROM WHEN RED BLOOD CELLS GET :
TOO FAST called hemolytic anemias. They include immune system
• autoimmune hemolytic anemia: when the body's
destroys its red blood cells
cell disease,
• inherited hemolytic anemias: these include sickle
cytosis
thalassemia, G6PD deficiency, and hereditary sphero
to bleeding from
ANEMIA FROM BLEEDING. This can happen due
al tract, or
an injury, heavy menstrual periods, the gastrointestin
another medical problem.
TOO SLOWLY
ANEMIA FROM RED BLOOD CELLS BEING MADE red blood cells
• aplastic anemia: when the body stops making
from infection, illness, or other cause
t have enough
• iron-deficiency anemia: when someone doesn'
iron in their diet
t get enough
• anemia B12 deficiency: when someone doesn'
B12 in the diet or the body can't absorb the B12

of Anemia?
What Are the Signs & Symptomsms.
Someone who
Some people with anemia don't have any sympto
does have symptoms might:
• look pale
• seem moody
• be very tired
• feel dizzy or lightheaded
• have a fast heartbeat
• have jaundice (yellow skin and eyes), an
enlarged spleen, anddark tea-colored pee
(in hemolytic anemias)

How is Anemia Diagnosed?

Doctors usually can diagnose anemia by:
• asking questions about symptoms
• asking about diet
• asking if any family members have anemia
• doing a physical exam
• doing blood tests to:
check their
- look at the red blood cells with a microscope to
		 size and shape
blood
the
- check the amount of hemoglobin and iron in
- check how fast new RBCs are being made
- check for any inherited anemias
as white
- check other cells made in the bone marrow (such
		 blood cells)

How is Anemia Treated?

Treatment for anemia depends on the cause.
Teens with anemia might need:
• medicines
• changes in their diet
• blood transfusions
• treatment of another underlying disease
• to see doctors (hematologists) who
specialize in anemia and other blood problems

probably prescribe
If you have iron-deficiency anemia, your doctor will
Your doctor may do
an iron supplement to take several times a day. supplement for
a follow-up blood test after you've been taking the improved, you
a while. Even if the tests show that the anemia has
s to build up your
might have to keep taking iron for several month
body's iron stores.
diet every day,
To make sure you get enough iron, eat a balanced , such as an ironstarting with a breakfast that includes an iron source
eggs, nuts, dried
fortified cereal or bread. Lean meat, raisins, chard, sources of iron.
beans, tomato sauce, and molasses also are good

Iron rich
foods:

https://kidshealth.org/en/teens/anemia.html
https://kidshealth.org/en/teens/anemia.html

HEALTHY FOOtDS
you should ea
every day

b!

TSaboutahowreto bedheaulthym. Here are the
HtonYof badDinfoIE
W
out there
re’s a
or deprived!

The
er… without feeling cranky
real secrets to eating bett
Strawberries and whole
wheat bread are
good carbs!

INSTEAD OF
OBSESSING
OVER
CALORIE
COUNTS…
Peanut butter gives
you protein & healthy fat!

DO THIS!

USE A MENTAL CHECKLIST
Eating healthy isn’t about
the number of calories; it’s
about the nutrients in the
calories. Make sure every
meal and snack has:
PROTEIN, like in lean
meats, beans, or diary.
HEALTHY CARBS, like
in fruit, veggies, or whole
grains.
HEALTHY FATS, like in nuts,
avocado, olive oil, or fish.

DO THIS!
INSTEAD OF
SWEARING
OFF “BAD”
FOODS...

EAT SMALLER PORTIONS
Sure, some foods are better for you than
others. But when you totally quit chocolate
or chicken fingers, you just want them
more. Say you love French fries:
Make them a side treat to a
healthier main attraction, like
a big salad. The fiber in the
veggies will fill you up, so you’ll
be happy with just a handful of fries.

INSTEAD OF

SKIPPING
MEALS…

A good
snack is about
half the size of lunch
seventeen.com

Mini Hawaiian
pizza

DO THIS!

You may think it’s smart to
skip meals or snacks to
save on calories, but
if you deal with hunger
as it happens (by eating
every three or four hours),
you’ll eat less over the course
of the day! It works as long as
you treat snacks like tiny healthy
meals – not as junk food breaks.

TASTY SNACKS

RIES
UNDER 200 CALO
1 cup apple slices
(57 calories)

1 slice reduced-fat provolone
cheese (77 calories)

11gdark chocolate
(62 calories)

12 almonds
(83calories)

7small strawberries
(16 calories)

1 cupdark chocolate
almondmilk (100 calories)

1/2 whole wheat bagel
(125 calories)

1 tbsplow-fat creamcheese
(30 calories)

1/2 tbspapricot preserves
(24calories)

5 melba toast crackers 1 slicedtomato 1/4cupfreshbasil
(95 calories)
(18calories)
leaves (1 calorie)

14gGouda cheese
(50calories)

1 pita pocket, 10cm
diameter (74 calories)

1 tbspcashewbutter
(94 calories)

1/4cupblackberries
(31 calories)

2 celery stalks
(12 calories)

1 tbspnatural peanut butter
(94 calories)

2 tbspraisins
(60calories)

1 cup grapefruit juice
(94 calories)

10pistachios
(40calories)

1 cupcubedcantaloupe
(54calories)

By Sheknows

=196
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=199
CALOrIES
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CALOrIES

=164
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BAE stuff
‘You’ve
gotta
friend in
me…’
Story
Randy Newman – Toy
in me
‘…You've got a friend in me
You've got a friend too
I got 'em
You got troubles, andisn't anything
There
I wouldn't do for you...’

PS
FRIENDSHIat
school
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

boost a higher-functioning immune system.
Build better self-esteem.
Lower rates of anxiety and depression.
Give you a happier, more optimistic outlook.
Help you to build stronger emotional regulation skills.
Improve your mental abilities.
Grow your empathy and feelings of trust toward others.

Teen friendships help teens to cope with stress. Friends are often
more important than adults in helping teenagers move past difficult
situations. In a study by Australia’s Murdoch & Griffith universities,
researchers found that of 108 high school students, friendships were
particularly helpful for teens immediately after a stressful event.

Teens cope better emotionally when
they’re with peers rather than with adults,
and they reported that by being with their
friends during a difficult time, they felt:
• Lower levels of sadness
• Less jealousy
• Not as much worry
• Higher levels of happiness.
Friendships help young people understand that
they are not alone. As a result, they recognize
that others feel the same emotions, insecurities,
fears, and anxieties. It’s an enormous relief to find
other teens with similar family issues, struggles, and
challenges.

A REPORT FROM THE PEW RESEARCH
CENTRE FOUND THAT:

57 % of teenagers ages 13 to 17 have met a new friend online.
say that they have made more than five friends
29 % of teens
or via online games.
on social media

say that social media helps them stay more
70 % of teenstheir
friends are feeling.
connected to how

users
68 % of teen social media
nication
said that their online commu
with friends helps them get through
stressful and challenging times.

88 % of teens text their friends.

55 % of the
88 % text
their friends
every day via
WhatsApp and
video chats.

https://www.newportacademy.com/resources/empowering-teens/teen-friendships/

ge

the teena

GUIDE TO
FRIENDS

read
me too!
allby Nicola Morgan tackles the
The Teenage Guide to Friends dships. Contents include a section
frien
important subject of teen
on:
• making friends
ng, and
• keeping friendships stro break down
what happens when they
• online friendships
• cyber-bullying
• toxic friendships
• ‘frenemies’ and empathyoverts and extroverts – and
• personality types – intr over what sort of person you are
• quizzes to help you disc
ds, not
friendships, social media frien
There are pages on negative ily position.
fam
and
le,
peop
y
nast
in,
fitting
how
able the right friends are, and
This book emphasises how valu ds, such as those ‘friends’ that
frien
tive
not to put up with nega
seem to control you.

3

Book nook

GREAT READS
THAT WILL HELP YOU

metamorphasise…

Nicola Morgan is an international speaker
and award-winning author for and about
teenagers. She has written nearly 100
books. In the last twelve years, she has
become increasingly well known for her
passionate factual work on adolescence, with
Blame My Brain - The Amazing Teenage
to
Brain Revealed and The Teenage Guide
and
Stress being seminal titles for teenagers
them.
the adults who work with and care about
A former teacher and dyslexia specialist, Nicola
a
now writes and speaks around the world on
and
range of subjects relating to adolescence
wellbeing, as well as the reading brain,
reading for pleasure, and
the effects of life online.
Her positive, respectful,
and empathetic attitude
towards young people
naturally led her to write
Positively Teenage.

like
“You’ll never find things
to
“Be the change you want
ou
see” and “Y
ything you want if
an
can be
” in
you only want it enough
my books.
through
g you want, and going
No, you can’t be anythin things just because you want
do
h life
life thinking you can
. You have to go throug
to is a recipe for failure ter, how to try, how to keep
bet
knowing how to get
fail. You have
differently when you
going, and how to try lf, push yourself, make and hold
to learn to know yourse lf. You have to know something
rse
friends, look after you works so you can make it work
about how your brain pared to take small steps to
pre
better. You have to be t for things along the way, to
figh
start big journeys, to than you once thought, even
re
believe you can do mo hing. You have to learn when
if you can’t do everyt
onal.”
al and when it’s delusi
positivity is motivation

http://awfullybigreviews.blogspot.
com/2018/07/positively-teenage-by-nicola-morgan.html
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TUARY
SILENT SANC
an
By Mrs Colem

In the everyday hustle and bustle at
Eunice, there are only a few places to
escape the ‘noise’ of life.
One is your beautiful and inviting library. The
other is a newly created gem… a reading lounge.
Tucked away at the back of the library is a cosy reading lounge.
Decorated in warm mustards, yellows and greys, this is the place to
which you can escape and be silent.
You can mould yourself into a beanbag or get comfortable with soft,
knee-rug on the couch and experience tranquillity and indulge ina your
favourite book during break or after school.

The library team look forward to sharing
our Silent Sanctuary with all of you.

Fashion stuff
BRIEL
BHuNGANE GA
MEHLOMAKHuLu (19)
ONE OF SA’S ENTREPRENEURS IN FASHION
Occupation: Fashion designer • City: Cape Town
age 17
Bhugane: “I saved up my tuck shop money and atof floral-inspired
launched my first ever collection: a 22 piece line for magazine
shirts for Spring/Summer 2016. I was lucky enough ed my first
show Espresso to debut the show on TV. I later launch
range of chokers.”
accessories campaign including backpacks and a
sI

the holiday
When did you begin creating art? During
dance is my main
but
EHL
BHUM
line
g
clothin
my
in
time
my
invest
Cape Academy
priority along with studying drama and music at the
ne to teach me how
of Performing Arts. After struggling to find someo who showed me
to sew at age 16, I eventually found a wise old lady
the basics.

What’s your work about?

a person can
With fashion, a fabric, an inanimate object or even
ed dancers in
inspire a collection. With regards to my dancing, esteem
me as a performer. I
prestigious companies are a motivating factor for as an inter-related
feel both my crafts are about storytelling and work
system that gives me a purpose in life.

tion to an entire
What do you want to be? An inspira
professional ballet

generation. I want to land a contract at a
clothing line
company such as The Royal Ballet. And I see my
in either South
established, having a clothing store for young adults
Africa or somewhere in New York.
to
What is the hardest part of growing up? Having
cook for myself.

ation? We are
What do you think of our gener
save us.

blinded by

trends and assume trap music will

in South
What does being young and creativethose
little African
a voice for
Africa mean to you? I can be to
groove like no one’s business
boys that love weddings and choose
when they hit the dance floor.

By Nikki Zakkas
https://10and5.com/2017/06/22/teen-spirit-meet-the-10-teens-changingsouth-africas-cultural-scene-part-1/
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BEAUTIFUL
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